Friday 22nd January 2021
Pupil Achievements
Stars of the Week
Class R: Ivy—for working hard on all tasks, even the challenges
Class 1: Angus—for his participation in live lessons and producing excellent work
Class 2: Bethany—for engaging really well with learning and producing great work
Class 3: Aleks— for working hard to improve his understanding of multiplication
Class 4: Jake— for brilliant problem solving and reasoning in maths
Class 5: Zac—for putting 100% effort in to all his work
Class 6: Samarbir—for working her hardest everyday and always producing detailed
and thoughtful work
Remote Learning
The staff team are feeling more confident using Teams and are reporting that children
are participating well in lessons and engaging with the remote lessons and set tasks.
A few parents have fed back to us that for some of the tasks are lasting longer than
the time allocated on the weekly timetable. If this is the case for any lesson or
learning task, please stop after the allocated time and upload as far as your child has
got to. We would like you to do this so for two reasons. Firstly, it will help the teacher
to pitch subsequent learning; they may have given too much. Secondly, the teacher
knows the children in their class well and will be able to see if your child has tried
their best in the time given for the task.
We do expect all children to engage with all learning set to the best of their ability,
but keeping to the time allocated on the timetable. Family, fun and relaxation is
important too.

Well Done and Thank You
I want to say a very big ‘well done’ to our children for the learning that they have
been producing so far this term. I have been really pleased with the quality and
creativity that I have seen. Thank you parents for continuing to support your
children’s learning so whole-heartedly.
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I also wanted to say ‘thank you’ to the whole staff team. Thank you to our teachers
for continuing to provide the full breadth of our curriculum and thinking creatively on
how to adapt lessons and learning for the current circumstances. Thank you to the
support staff team who are working so hard to facilitate the learning of children of
key workers here in school. It great that we have such as strong school community
supporting our children’s learning.

